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Student: ·who's Who' Selects U Leaders
can Universities and Colleges."
These students were selected on
the basis of their academic achievement, service to the community, leadership in extra-curricular activities, future potential,
and personal applications.

Thirty-eight students from
UNM who have been selected by a
campus nominating committee as
being among the country's most
outstanding campus leaders will
be in the 1968 edition of "Who's
Who Among Students in Ameri-

The Problem of God
In Modern Society
Presentation and Discussion
By Maurice P. Johnston and
James Q. Barnett
November 13
Aquinas Newman Center
7:30 P.M.
1815 Las Lomas N.E.
BUTTERFIELD . • . YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELERS
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"Mystique" by

~11ge blOHHOIIl

@)
ENTER OUR
"YOURS FOR THE
LOOKING" CONTEST!
Come in, look at our Orange
Blossom diamond rings and
register for a free Polaroid
Swinger - new contest
each week!

If the look of this setting makes you
feel a little starry-eyed, chat's what ic
was designed to do. Six individual
diamonds create a fire-and-ice aura
around a solitaire. But a scar-like effect
Jsn't all that you find in this ring.
There's a little orange dot inside the
band. that makes it very down-to-earth.
It symbolizes a guarantee that will
replace the ring during the first year of
purchase, if it's lost. stolen or damaged.

OPPOSITE POPEJOY HALL

2312. CENTRAL SE
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Your friend for life" Bruce G. Muhr
He's an easy· person to talk with.
And what he can tell you about policies
specially designed for seniors and graduate students is worth listening to. It
can make a lot of difference in your
future. Talk with him when he calls.
There's never any obligation.

Bouttrwestern
liv~uRAI'tiC-F
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120 Vassar SE
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247-1051

Country Barn
Fried Chicken Special

Those named were Leona A.
Bauman, Louise A. Bazan, Mary
E. Boyle, Judith A. Bramhill, Anthony S. Bull, Sandra R. Buss,
Susan M. Carlton, Briggs F. Cheney, Frank C. Cheston, III, Michael
C. Cortney, and Ronald R. Curry.
Others named were Darcie A.
Dittberner, Alex C. Doyle, Robert
L. Finch, J~eph A. Fiorillo,
Laurence W. Goddard, Patricia K.
Gres, George L. Hiller, Woodrow
Jones, and Anne Knight.
Others on the list were Stuart

•
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Wednesday, No... 13
Wednesday Night Dance: ('Happy House,"
Union Ballroom; 8 p.m.
Job Interviews for International Schools
Servjces·: Placement Center.
AWS Judicial Board; Union Council
Room, 8 :30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 14
Baha'i Student Assooiation discuoaion on
uFen.r in America/' Union Rm. 23l...D; 8
p.m.
Job interviews for Dade County Public
Schools in Miami, FJa.: Placement Center.
Mathematics lecttJre by Prof. JoD.Quin
Loustaunnu on "lfypercompletc Locally
Complex Spaces;" Room 104, Marron Holl;
3:30p.m.
Professor Walker, discussion of tbe Legnl ABpeets of Taking Drugs; Mesa Vista,
fourth floor, girls welcome:~ 8 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 16
New Mexico Herpetological Society diBcwsion, "Ecology of Capulin Mt. Nationnl
Monument;" Biology building. room 139:
7:30 p.m.
Friday Night Dn.nee; uBounty Hunters,"
Union Ballroom; 8 p.m.
Poetry reAding by Bill Dodd, Dean Syra·
copoulos, from their workai a.dmission 1ree:
Kiva: 8 p.m.
Friday night movie: "lCitizen Xane,"
Union theater; 7 p.m. nnd 10 p.m.
••Animation and Abstraction." Bell and
Howell's program of 12 fihns included in
UNM's experimental fihn series; also
.. Great Concert Hall Caper." Popejoy Eall,
7:30 p.m.
UNM Stage Band Concert, Fine Arlu
Recital Hall; 8:16.
Job interviews for Dndc County Public
Schools in Mlnmi, Fla.: Placement Center.
Job lntcrvicWil for Gnllup-McKinley
County Public Schools: Placement Center.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE o-r LEASE 2 bd. xm, hardwood
fioorB, ahnOBt new c&rl><'tiJll!". fire place;
nicely Jandscap.cd, lormal dining 't'QOM..
After 6 p.m. eall 255·8048. 4132 Ma:rbie
NE.
PORTABLE German Triumph Tlppa typewriter, EXcellent condition. $86. 247-2515.
Y.AMAHA 250 Enduro motorbike under
2000 mi. Good condition, baa ne..er been
driven fMt. $660 or be!lt ofler, Can 247•
4636.
HONDA S 90, excellent condition. Used 2
montha, trlnl drive Is deoired. 1200 miles.
Owned by a timed girL $240. Call 247·
4686.
0 OM :PLE TE SET of chopper pipes
(chromed & up!!WePt for Harley chopper.
Also, 2 pc seat set up for choppen~.
Seats by Bates and are nearly new.
Price for all above, $50. Grant. 115 B
Harvard SE.
LADY'S BRAND NEW Mouton fur short
ja.cket. Dark brown. Size 10-12, $25.
Lady's Benrus Swiss Citation watch,
$10. 84:1-8056 all day.
BRAND NEW unopened Stereo Records.
Mostly popular. @2.00 each (owner
switching to tapes}. 84:1-8056 an day.
FOR SALE to best offer above $95. Mamiyn.sekor's Tower 37. Single lens reflex 35 with 48 mm normal and 35 wide
onglc lenseo. Exccllent CO'Odit!on-recent
overhauL Contact Stephen Part at Dopt.
o! Music, 277-2126 or me:lslll!"c to Art
Dept.
681 RENAULT R-10, 17,92G ndunl miles,
AM·FM·SW rndio, lil:e new condition. 303iJ miles per gnllon, excellcnt tires. lfu"e
comPany car, must sell. Cnll 344-1261.
SERVICES
:::FR::-:E:::,E:o-::-:MINI=o-:L,.::ESsONS !o; E"e)yn Wood
Reading J)ynnmico. Your camvus ropreoentative promfues that you'll be readIng faster when you leave than when
:vou came in. Next Monday night in the
sun at 6:80, room 231 E.
TYPING in my home. Pick np and deliverY
servico to campus area onlY. 898-0683.
MISCELLANEOUS
PETE's in TOMBS at the Inn getting a
haircut 1 Get an expert
blend for
regular haircut vr!ce. No"· 13-14-15.
College lnu Barbershop

.
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Golden Brown French Fries & Toast
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From Coast to Coast
the Laader in Serving
the lnsilrance Needs
of College Men
and Women

No Limit On Orders
Eat in our large dining room or take- it home

2400 Central SE across from campus
Extra parking in rear

.

These students joined an elite
group selected from more than
1 000 institutions of higher learni~g in all 50 states, the Dist~ict
of Columbia and several fore1gn
nations in North and South America.

% Gallon
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Reg. $13.99

Now $10.99
i
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~[Ell]! tiqU()fS
1417 COAL AVENUE, S.E
TELEPHONE
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Fidelity Onion Life
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Legislators Predict Finance ~'f,Oli~~ ms
' o ' -, •·,
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Educational Budget Difficultie~ :~-y

Announeements by
the UNM eommunity wiD be aceepted
at The Lobo office.

Saturday, Nov. 16
Saturday Night Dance; "Sbnndels,''
Union Ballroom; 8·12 p.m.
Saturday Jlight movie: "Sparto.cus,n
Union theater; 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
uu..DO"' Do your thing. :Music. poetry,
chess, theatre. Rap, listen, or join in. Uni ..
versity Methodist Church Basement; 7 :30
p.m ... l a.m.
Sunday, Nov. 17
Delta Sigma Phi-Alpha Kappa Psi
football game; playing field next to
Johnson Gym; 1 p.m.
Sunday night movie: ugpnrtacus," Union theater: 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.

(fry,~
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Walkers
Canadian

242·3533

Want Ads

2 pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken

Look for the Yellow Roof

u
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~~rii{ ~ . Every Wednesday All Day
If"'

A. Licht, Ann Lichtenberger,
Kathleen M.K. Mahon, John A.
Mantono, Walter J. Melemdres,
Julia A. Morrow, Ross B. Perkal,
Jack D. Pickel, Nooley R. Reinheardt, Albert J. Rizzoli, and
Raymond W. Showers,
Completing the list were Lawrence J. Schuster, Ronald J. Se·
gel, Thomas H. Solenberger, Michael C. Trujillo, Vicki E. Voida,
David P. Williams, and Linda M.
Wilson.

3 ?r. '7'11.

OldTown
Plaza

ByWAYNECIDDIO
Managing Editor
Two state legislators told Student
Senate last night that they anticipated budgeting difficulties for higher education in New Mexico during
the next legislative session.
Tom Hoover, a state representative from Bernalillo County, and
Edmundo Delgado, a state senator
from Santa Fe County, expressed
hopes that the "anticipated scuffle
over public school finance would not
drown out the financial needs of
higher institutions of learning in
New Mexico."
Delgado predicted that the state
legislature would be under "increased pressure" to raise tuition
rates for all of the state's colleges
and universities. He also said that
faculty salaries would also be a main
concern in the legislature.
"The biggest problem we face at
this point is that if we don't keep
our funding activities at a normal
level, we will be having long range
problems in funding the university,"
Delgado said.

Hoover, in response to a question
about the effect of a tuition hike on
this year's out of state enrollment,
said that New Mexico was 40th out
of the 50 states in per capita income
and that the state was faced with
the dilemma of low finances and
large numbers of young people who
wanted college educations.
"How much can a poor state like
New Mexico afford to subsidize out
of state students? Raising out of
state tuition is a matter of priorities
and limited educational finances,"
Hoover said.
Both legislators emphasized that
more educational funds would mean
more taxation of state residents.
Hoover noted that the present taxation system had to be modified in
order to more equally distribute the
tax load among the state's diversified income groups.
"We must shoot for a taxation
system that neither burdens the poor
nor penalizes the wealhty," Hoover
said.
Favoring Lowering Voting Age
In other comments, Delgado said

Seek Educational Reforms

All Entries Must:
1-Be Drawn Proportionally tq 9" X 12"
2-lnclude Name & Year (MIRAGE '69)
3-Indicate Colors
4-Have Design For Back & Side As
Well As Front Of Cover

Be Sure fo Have Your Name,
Address ancl Phone No. on Entry &
Turn It in at the MIRAGE
Office in the Journalism 8/clg.

DEADLINE: Friday, Nov. IS

Three UNM political science gradate students commented on the
need for more student participation
in faculty decisions last week in a
UNM discussion.
The three students-Carolos Ramirez, Charles White, and Michael
Colella-have been active in a graduate student movement in the political science department which
organized this semester to seek educational reforms.
The group was formed at the
beginning of the semester because
students "were unhappy with conditions in the department and saw
no improvements in the future,"
Colella said.
Lack of Communication
One of the main problems in their
department is "the lack of communication between the faculty and graduate students," Ramirez said. At
first a small group of students got
together in a series of bull sessions.
Later, they decided to contact all
of the political science graduate students. "The polittical science department didn't even know who its graduate students were," White said.
To reach these students, the group
was forced to go through class
rosters. "We found graduate students who had never met the chairman of the department," Colella
said .
The students' demands met with
limited success. They asked for preregistration for graduate students,
a reading room where faculty and
students could meet informally, and
more student involvement in faculty

1. Do you wish the voting age to
be lowered to 18?
2. Do ·you wish the state to establish a commission to study marijuana?
3. Do you think the voting age
question is more important than the
commission to study mariquana?
4. Do you think the marijuana
commission is more important than
the voting age question?
Could Have Detrimental Effect
Senator Terry Calvani said that
the final three questions on the bill
might have "a detrimental effect on
the effectiveness of the UNM student
lobby."
"The last three items on the bill
might squash any chances for action
on the voting age question because
of the implied linking of the questions of priority," Calvani said.
Student Senate passed the bill with
the last three questions omitted.
In other business, ASUNM Vice
President Ron Curry recommended
to Senate that action be taken to
study the administration of UNM's
Intramural Progrs:m.

Graduates Ask Voice

You Can If You Win
The MIRAGE Cover
Design Contest

that he had prepared a memorial
and a proposal for a constitutional
amendment calling for the lowering
of the voting age to 18.
Both legislators said they favored
lowering the voting age because the
"young people of today are welleducated and mature enough to handle the responsibility of voting."
"Involvement in the democratic
process is the key argument in favor
of giving 18 year olds the vote,"
Delgado said. "There is now a better
way to involve young people directly
in decision making than giving them
the vote," he said.
In other Senate business, Elections Committee Chairman Tony
Olmi, announced that a special Senate election would be held on Dec.
13 to fill ten vacant Senate seats and
to elect a National Student Association (NSA) Coordinator.
Olmi also sponsored a bill calling
for four questions of student interest to be placed on the ballot for the
Dec. 13 election. The questions Olmi
proposed were:

hiring and curriculum decisions.
Reading Room Open
A reading room was established.
But there are no political science
books on its shelves, Colella said. He
explained that faculty members had
volunteered to donate books, but had
not followed through with their
offers.
A steering committee was set up
to meet with faculty members about
curriculum decisions. But our work
was "useless", Ramirez said, since
the curriculum had already been
finalized before the two groups met
together.
Five seminars were added to the
course offerings.
One of the main results of the
student organization was that the
faculty realized that the graduate
students were concerned, Ramirez
said.
One professor, Harold Rhodes, responded to the students' demand for
more student-faculty contact by organizing a semi-class for informal
discussions. It meets weekly.
The three agreed that part o:f the
blame for the failures could be
placed on the students. Ramirez
said that the graduate students tried
lllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Decision

to hold a mass meeting of all political science majors, but few showed
up at the meeting. ''Response was
poor," he said.
"We can't do this by ourselves,"
he added. "We need undergraduate
participation."
This is a year of change, White
said. "We will get a response if the
demands are made."
We're being very poor politicians,
Colella said. "In political science we
learn that the system favors those
who take an interest."
"The student is the most important variable in the educational
equation," he stressed. "Students
have a view of the department from
a unique perspective. They should
have a voice."
The three graduate s t u d e n t s
agreed that it would be ideal if the
graduate students in each department on campus could organize.
"The 3000 graduate students on this
campus could have a significant 'voice
in campus affairs," White said.
We are not trying to overthrow
the faculty, but we are after basic
reform, he said. Colella added, "Education is more than a formal giver
of facts-receiver of facts relationship."
Education should be a two-way
process, Ramirez said. He suggested
that students should have a say in
the selection of the books for a class.
"UNM has a lesson to learn :from
Berkeley," Colella concluded. We can
make reforms now before the problem's become more serious, he explained.

In other Senate action, an act was
passed establishing rules to goveril
the procedures of the student government elections committee. The act
was drafted with the intention of
setting definite guidelines for the
elections committee so as to avoid
confusion whenever the committee
membership changed, a spokesman
for the act said.
Senate approved a $110 dollar allocation to send Senator Anne
Knight to a Suicide Prevention Conference in Washington, D.C.

Thunderbird Editor
Offers Resignation
Thunderbird editor Keith Davis
has resigned and plans to recommend
to the Student Publications Board
that Lynn Hudson, a present staff
member, be assigned to his position.
Davis told The Lobo last night
that he is resigning for ''academic
reasons." The Student Publications
Board will meet on Monday to consider applications for a new editor.
Davis said that he felt that Miss
Hudson is "the most qualified member of the staff" to take over his
position. Miss Hudson was editor pf
the literary magazine at the Amer- l
ican College in Paris for two years
and is majoring in comparative literature and minoring in art .
Davis said that the Thunderbird
should be distributed before Christmas according to schedule in spite of
the staff changes.
On October 14 the Thunderbird
had received only four manuscripts
for its Nov. 1 deadline. Davis com~
plained to the Student Publications
Board about Lobo advertising and
asked for staff salari$lS. His request
for salary allocations was denied.

,
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Student Use

The New M&xico Lobo Is published
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publitalians of the Associated Students of
the University of New -Mexico, and Is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed an the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Unl·
versify of New MeJ<ico.
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Entertainment First

ASUNM's popular entertainment committee, and The Lobo, will be conducting student opinion research with tomorrow's issue
of The Lobo. On page one, Friday, we'll
carry carry a ballot with selections of available bookings by popular entertainment for
the rest of the year.
The ballot may be torn out of the paper
and deposited in the Union cafeteria after
noon Friday at a collection point to be manned by the entertainment committee.
Popular entertainment committee chairman Scott Hanan says his committee plans
four more events after the Simon and Garfunkel concert this Nov. 24. The purpose of

~

l
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the survey is to determine the top preferences of the student body-as closely as possible-for these dates. Included in the poll
is Fiesta entertainment.
Hanan requests respondents to indicate
their three favorites from the selections
shown on the popular entertainment ballot.
There will be, also, space to write in a selection should your favorite group not appear
on our list.
We welcome this move by popular entertainment to sample the tastes of the UNM
student. Hopefully by this measure some
old, long standing gripes about the kinds
of entertainment brought to UNM in the
past will be laid to rest.

Lobo Photo by Grant Harvey

Bicycles

~II

James A. SmithJs:---------§§

Humanizing Religion

Bombing Halt
No Cause for Optimism
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President Johnson's decision to call a halt
to 45 months of bombing comes more as a
relief than as a cause for optimism.
The chief hopeful note is that Johnson,
as always, appears to be most concerned
with his place in history, and he realizes he
has only' a few months more to make it as
&"'11l.an of peace.
The formula for bringing to an end the
one U.S. action that has so prolonged the war
is ingenious, and it shows what flexibility
can do when given the chance. Cyrus Vance
is reported to have won from the President
permission to give a little on the American
conditions in exchange for a compromise
from the North Vietnamese.
Now the South Vietnamese regime and
the Viet Cong representatives will sit across
from each other at the peace table, with the
opportunity for each to claim that it is the
only representative of the people of the
South and ignore the arguments of its OPponent. It is a potentially ludricrous situa. tion-as wen as a hopeful sign.
The only hope of the next few months is
that the United States can find some facesaving way of pulling out of what has become our beleaguered satellite. It is unlikely,
howtwer, that we will abandon the Thieu
government, nor will Thieu allow any major
cdncessions to the Viet Cong"'Without shouting betrayal first.
One possibility is that both sides-the
United States and North Viet Nam-will
decide on a mutual pullback, allowing the
. ft<1rmation of a coalition government.
1
\.'. There are those who argue that this solution would mean a sell-out of the country we
are "sworn to protect" and that within a few
months the VietCong would control the gov.ernment. A reasonable man can only reply
that that is inevitable when the rightists
and general whom we support have been,
over 14 years of conflict, unable to form a
government with popular support. It is inevitable when the present government
proves itself unfit to rule by favoring the
reactionary rich over landless peasants and
jailing its democratic opposition. It is in-

~-------Washington

evitable when the government we support
is more than ever riddled with corruption
and
and other greedy
. allows petty officials
.
speculators to profit from the war. Press
reports continuously quote American advisors in South Viet Nam who praise the
dedication and scrupulous honesty of the
Viet Cong as individuals and disparge the
scruples of our own Vietnamese allies on the
lower levels of officialdom.
This war has indeed dragged on until it
must be viewed as an American war. It is
absurd to continue to fight it. If the American people were not so hung up on their
sense of national pride, we would have realized long ago that the forcible intrusion of
our culture into Viet Nam would only dislocate the economy and uproot the people.
Fearful of the popularity of Ho Chi Minh,
we refused to allow elections in the late 50's.
Fearful of Communism, we supported Ngo
Dinh Diem, who ruled in a Stalinist manner.
And fearful of the influence of a neutral, we
allowed the Saigon government to ban
Duong Van Minh, who led the coup against
Diem, from the country.
During this period we issued optimistic
statements on the solution of the war. And
all this time we escalated it.
Now we must insist on our "national
honor" (every presidential candidate uses
that phrase). It has b~cotne a national
mania. And so President Johnson talks of
our "rights11 in Viet Nam when we have
no right to be there.
Gradual escalation by the United States
and the Viet Cong has displaced the peasant,
and destroyed his villages. Sometimes he
must wonder what happened to our earlier
professed goal of saving him.
Who will save us from our arrogance?
Our country cannot forever consider its
national honor at stake in a land whose people continually run from their would-be
saviours. American certainty that its culture could be transported wholesale abroad
has once again led us into a mess.
-The Duke Chronicle
"
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WASHINGTON- Paul Goodman has said that the main thrust
of religion in our society is to
treat Americans with such a
small dose of Christianity as to
immunize them against "the real
thing."
Indeed, our Christian ethic is
supposed to be making us sensitive and humanistic, but our
Christian ritual has de-sensitized
us. Thomas Melville, one of eight
Roman Catholics who went on
trial recently for napalming draft
files last May in Catonsville, Md.,
explained the moral subversion
within his own church:
"Two thousand years ago
Christ said 'love your brothers'
and that was that. Now it's go to
mass on Sunday, go to communion, make nine first Saturdaysall these little tricks for getting
into heaven, except loving.''
Protestantism has been subverted socially. Within the upperclass Episcopalian Church the
Sunday service is a social function that must not be overlooked.
Christianity for the poor-especially the Negro Baptist Church
-has been a domestic pacification
program, which the blacks pay for
themselves.
In each of these three cases the
problem has been the same: a
severe Jesus-complex. The preoccupation with details, from the
creation of man to the crucifixion
of Jesus, has stood in the way of
direct acquisition of Christ's own
ethic. There is little credence
given to the concept of being
"Christian" without .professing
Christ's divinity.
As a result, the college generation, with its basically Christian
idealism, has looked to religion
more for an example of moral
hypocrisy than for a basis of
organization. These same students, however, who are too intellectually honest to recite unfelt beliefs for purely social advancement, are then punished for
their honesty in such an area as
conscientious objection to the
draft. Until the Seeger case in
March of 1965 one had to profess
belief in a Supreme Being (the
same one Hitler believed in) to
eQnvince the draft board that one
was conscientiously sl1y of killing
people.
One can go down to the National Archives here and read the
I

•

Report

text of the Bill of Rights as it
was originally composed by
James Madison and passed by the
House of Representatives. In that
document it is asserted (in the
same paragraph as the right to
bear arms) that "no person religiously scrupulous of bearing
arms shall be compelled to serve
in person.'' This phrasing could
certainly be interpreted-had it
been passed by the Senate-as including simple humanism.
Instead, only now is non-theistic humanism becoming recognized in different states as a bona
fide religion. Currently there are
33 "Ethical Societies" within the
American Ethical Union across
the nation; one here in Washington has been granted such legal
recognition, and its leader, Edward L. Ericson, has been the
Union's geographically--chosen
lobbyist before Congress and the
Selective Service System in, for
example, getting the SSS to issue a new CO application fonn
last week which eliminates builtin discrimination against nontheists.
What is striking about the
Washington Ethical Societyafter its strict regard for ethics,
and disregard for ritual-is the
fact that this idealistic, active
organization has· not attracted
college students. The membership
at this society is mostly middle
aged and young families.
Visiting a Sunday morning
meeting, several comparisons
come to mind between Ethical
Culture and Christianity. The
former is active and the latter
passive. (After a coffee hour,
many members returned to the
hall to ask questions of the leader
about his talk.) Also, Ethical Culture is directed at community
problems, whereas Christianity is
more concerned with personal re·
demption and personal problems.
The bulletin handed out at the
door describes the Society as "a
liberal religious and educational
fellowship without formal creed
or dogma, uniting men in the belief that the greatest moral and
spiritual values are to be found
in raising the quality of human
relationships."
Writing in . the Se1>tember 21
Saturday Review, John Ciardi differentiates between the "humanistic priest" and the "theological
priest" within the Roman Catholic
Church. In his church, he is perhaps fortunate to have been presented the clenr distinction,
through the controversy over
birth control. Suddenly Catholics
are realizing just how morally distracted they have been by their
dogma. The movement should
surely be an ecumenical one.
,.,,,'_I

Bicycling is becoming an increasingly popular form of transportation on the UNM campus, which
boasts over 9400 bicycles.

Theta Sigs May Sponsor
Glamour Beauty Contest
Glamour magazine's "Top Ten of the contest has been widened
College Girls" contest will prob- to encompass young women with
ably not be sponsored at UNM by interests and responsibilities be·
Theta Sigma Phi, the women's yond their academic requirements
honorary journalism fraternity, and their ability to dress and look
because of contest changes this their best.
This year's participants will be
year.
Kara Rogge, president of Theta r e qui r e d to show leadership in
Sigma Phi says that the group some campus or community acwill probably not participate in tivity-anything from politics or
Glamour's contest as it has in the the arts, to social services; sports
past because of complication caus- or business.
Individual Thinking
ed by the contest changes.
The girls will have to reveal
The contest, which has been
sponsored by the magazine for the individual thinking in their appast 11 years, is being chang- proach to fashion and its role in
ed to keep up with the broadened the life they lead.
Also updated are the prizes for
interests of this year's college
the contest. Instead of two allgirls, Glamour editors 1·eport.
expense-paid weeks in New York
Contest Expanded
"Because," Editor-inChief Ruth winners this year will be an allWhitney explains, "the college expense-paid trip to a foreign
girl has expanded herself and at country (not determined at this
her best is no longer simply in- time), where the winners will atterested in her own college world tend a festival or international
exhibition.
of studies, dates and friends.''
As usual, the winners will be
Although the 1969 winners will
still have to show a commitment featured in the August college
to the fashion world, the scope issue of Glamour.

NOTICE
To All Undergraduates

The University of New Mexico Student Publications Board is now inviting University

One faculty member peddles to Don't be bothered by people that
By SUSAN CRAIG
school every day from his home giggle when you fly by. Smile.
Staff Writer
near
Winrock.
Easy to Park
Got a parking problem? Who
Gets Rid of Problem
doesn't? Are your ~hoes starting
Park your bike in front of
to wear out after only nine weeks
Dr. Paul G. Kungz, faculty Mitchell Hall, or the Union or the
of school? Then here's your an- member of the Emory University Geology or Journalism building or
swer; break away from the and bike enthusiast, estimated Carlisle Gym. Lean it against a
crowd and join the freewheeling that at Emory, "if only 10 per tree, a building or a student, you
cent of all students, faculty and will never be far from your class.
cyclists.
Add sixty minutes to your
staff
would ride bikes to school,
Become one of the dozens of
Americans across the country there would be no parking prob- sleeping -time when you normally
have to drag yourself out of bed
who peddle to and from work lem.''
to search for a parking place. Use
Low
maintenance
cost,
no
park,each day. Executives in New
the
money you save for new
ing
problem,
ideal
parking
locaYork do it. UNM students who
are tired of fighting the parking tions, an opportunity for daily shoes, food or entertainment.
Take to the out-of-doors .. and
problem do it. And so do faculty exercise, and just plain fun are
see
the world around you from
the
advantages
of
riding
a
bike
members just for the exercise.
your
topless, sideless bike. Reto
school.
9,400 Registered
So don't be discouraged by peo- member that a bike in the hand
As of Nov. 15 the UNM police ple that comment, "Some of my is worth two parking lots in the
have registered 9,400 student cars best friends are bike riders." bushes.
and 3,500 faculty vehicles. Twenty-five percent of the faculty and
students have registered two
cars.
The campus police say they can
accomodate only 2,842 of the students' cars and 1,068 of the faculty's. Which as anyone can see
Patio
means a lot of people are hiking
Market
to school.
#6
There are approximately 619
motorcycles on campus and an
undetennined number of bicycles.
Easy to Park
Motor bikes can be parked in
several designated areas, close to
classes, and bicycles can be parked
OldTown
anywhere so long as they don't obPlaza
struct traffic.
Neither mode of transportation
is confronted with a parking
problem.
If you're interested in money
think of all the parking citations
you have received or may 1·eceive
For
in the future. From Sept. 16 to
Oct. 6 some 3,056 parking citaClothing
tions were issued by the campus
Rarely Seen
police.
Elsewhere
No Maintenance
"A bike costs much less to
maintain than a car," said Professor T. Phillip Wolf of the political science department. Wolf
rides a bike to school as often as
possible •
"On a percentage basis more
faculty members than students
ride bikes to school/' said Wolf.
and The Cultural Program Committee
The doorway to the Mesa Vista
Present
faculty offices is often lined by the
many faculty bikes.
When asked why he rides a
EXPERIMENTAL FILM SERIES
bike, Wolf said, "It's the best way
I know'' to get to school. He said
Program Number 2-Fri., Nov. 15
it was healthy, eliminated the
parking problem and costs less.
7: 30 -The Great Concert
One professor who happened
to be passing by added that it was
Hall Caper
the only way an instructor could
get any exercise, then he jogged
7: 50-Animation 8c Abstraction
down the steps to the Union
Bookstore.
(Bell& Howell Series)
Different Problems
Professor William Dabney of
the History department said his
reason was, "four kids.'' It seems
he has a problem even getting the
car.
TRAVEL ADVENTURE FILM SERIES
All the professors agreed that
during extremely cold weather or
Program Number 2-Sat., Nov. 16
when they had a lot to carry they
drove cars, but then they had to
come much earlier to find a parking place.
JENS BJERRE'S
Distance is not really an obstacle to the hardy bike rider.

(HI] Popejoy Hall

RED CHINA
7:3o p.m.

Students to apply for the position of editor

magazine. Grade point requirement is 2.3

Admission to either show by Subscription or
Adults $1.50, Fac./Staff $1.25
Students $1.00

overall. Experience and ideas will be con-

Telephone 277-3121

of the Thunderbird, the University's literary

sidered. All interested persons are urged to
contact the Student Publications business
office in Room 159 of the Journalism Building, corner of Central and Yale N.E., for application forms. Deadline for applications
will be noon Monday, November 18, 1968.
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IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PRICED
FOR STUDENTS

Keep Your Yule Cool;
Start Your Shopping
at Workshop Originals .
Open 7 Days a Week,
and Evenings, Too
(7:oo-9:3o)
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Student Riots Cl·ose San Francisco State
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)--The
San Francisco State College faculty voted Wednesday to shut
down the troubled school indefin,itely after . police and students
clashed agam on the campus.
The academic senate, representing about 800 permanent faculty
members, voted to discontinue all

classes for the college's 18,000
students "until the immediate and
long range problems are resolved."
The announcement came shortly
after a squad of riot police
charged into a crowd of about 350
rock-throwing students.
At least eight persons were

Youth Close Schools
tn Foreign Uprisings
PARIS (UPI)--French youths last year to coordinate anti-Viet
demanding more student power in Nam war sentiment among
their high schools shut down some French youth.
classes and ilisrupted others with
Uprisings in Lebanon
fighting and protests across the
In Beirut, Lebanon, Premier
country Wednesday.
Abdullah Yafi withdrew his resigFistfights broke out in Paris nation Wednesday and won prombetween rival student groups. Po- ises from student leaders they
lice were on the alert but did not would end their current series of
interfere.
demonstrations.
The move took much of the
The nationwide strike, called
to win greater student participa- heat out of the political situation
1tion in determining secondary in Lebanon.
Earlier Wednesday, about 100
education, was partially successful in Paris, Marseilles and Tou- rightist students staged a prolouse. But it appeared to gain test march through Beirut while
little support in other towns and other groups boycotted classes at
the government appeared reliev- universities. There were reports
that students told shopkeepers to
ed.
Wednesday's protests brought close their stores Thursday for a
out strong police contingents who big demonstration.
However, students decided to
remember the chaos last May and
discontinue
their strikes and take
June when French college stuno
further
part
in demonstrations
dents rioted over educational reafter
meeting
with
Yafi and Inform demands.
terior Minister Pierre Gemayel,
No arrests or injuries were re- an official statement said.
ported Wednesday, but many
A separate statement made by
schools were forced to close when Gemayel said there was no founstudents boycotted classes.
dation to rumors of a general
The strike was called by the strike by shopkeepers.
Committee D'Action Lyceans (LyGemayel then appealed to all
cee Action Committee), formed elements in Lebanon to remain
calm and do nothing to increase
tension.
Lebanon's parliamentary crisis
seemed over-at least for the time
being-after Yafi said he would
continue as premier since President Charles Helou and his cabLOS ANGELES (UPI)-Over- inet members had rejected the letpopulation threatens the very ter of resignation he handed in
existence of mankind, and the Tuesday.
only solution may be to inject
birth control drugs into the
world's water supply, according
to an Occidental College anthropologist.
Dr. C. Scott Littleton, amplifying Wednesday on remarks made
earlier at a college convocation,
said 75 per cent of the three billion people in the world are already either starving or ,suffering
from malnutrition.
By the year 2168, he said,
''The earth's population will
mushroom to a possible 50 billion.
The planet just cannot support
that many people.
"Even if today we irrigated the
Sahara, redistributed our wheat,
plunged full scale into harvesting
the algae and plankton from the
ocean, it would not be enough,"
he said.
"We can never catch up with
the birth rate unless we move to
curb it artificially.''
Birth control, plus massive food
distribution programs, would give
man a chance to survive, Littleton said.

arrested.
The crowded campus, located in
a residential part of the city, has
been in turmoil for more than a
week since a black student group
called a strike over a number of
grievances, including suspension
of a Black Panther graduate student-instructor.
Police Called Repeatedly
Police have been called repeatedly to control student activists
who tried to disrupt classes being
held in defiance of the strike.
The clash occurred Wednesday
shortly after a news conference
was held by the Black Students
Union. A television cameraman
complained that he was jumped
by a Negro. The students began
throwing rocks and other objects
as about 40 officers marched ionto
the campus.
After several attempts to reach
the students hurling the rocks,
the officers rushed the crowd,
swinging their riot clubs.
The crowd then increased to
about 1,000. They marched to the
administration building, shouting
demands that the college president meet them.
President Robert R. Smith told
them: "This is no way to run a
college, and this is no way for
students to get things done in a
college."
Cameraman Assaulted
The television cameraman, AI
Bullock, said he had been jumped
from behind in front of the psychology building. His camera was
damaged and a footprint was left
on his back.

The violence occurred as the
faculty spent most of the day discussing ways to force the resignation of the state college system
chancellor, Glenn S. Dumke.
His resignation was demanded
Tuesday by a well-attended faculty meeting, and hours more of
discussion Wednesday concerned
the proposed submission to the
entire faculty of a referendum on
the subject,
Dumke, long criticized by some
professors, further antagonized
San Francisco State teachers by
ordering the suspension of Black
Panther George Mason Murray,
an English instructor who urged

Negroes to carry guns on campus.
The suspension led to the student strike, called by the Black
Student Union and supported by
various activists, both Negro
and white.
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An exhibition of more than 40
watercolors by the late American
.artist John Marin, which were
I
, . ,jfune while the artist was in New
'v ·'M'exico, will open Nov. 18 in the
UNM art museum.
· Scheduled to run throUgh Dec.
29, the exhibit will feature works
done by Marin when he visited
i;
New Mexico during the summers
l,
:of 1929 and :1,930.
;
His works have been loaned to
the
art museum .for this exhibit
)
by
the
Metropolitan Museum of
I I
Art in New York, the Chicago
Art Institute and several univerI I
sity art galleries.
l)
The exhibit, which will be located on the art museum's lower
gallery, is open to the public and
is free; The UNM art museu~ is
'l
open Tuesday through Frxday ·
IJ
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday
from noon to 5 p.m.
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Painting Exhibit
Features Mavin
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UNM Schedules Black Literature Course
By PAT McCRAW
Staff Writer
A black literature course will
be offered next semester for the
first time at UNM, said Dr. Robert Fleming, assistant professor
in the English department yester-

day.
Since there wasn't time to place
the course under an independant
title, it as given English course
humber 490, said Dr. Fleming,
who ill be teaching the course.
English 490 is a variable con-

Student' Lobbyists Confer
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
Two state representatives and
two members of UNM's Student
Lobby met yesterday in KUNM's
recording studios to discuss the
effect the group is having on the
state lawmaking body.
The two representatives were
Brad Prince, a Republican from
district 12, and Lenton Maley,
newly elected Democratic representative from district 9, which
encompasses most of the University. Representing Student Lobby
were Stuart Licht, chairman of
the group, and Ron Curry,
ASUNM vice president, and originator of Student Lobby.
For Understanding
Curry said that he originated
Student Lobby in order to promote student interests and create
a better understanding between
students and the State Legislature.
Licht pointed out that last
year's endeavors were well received, and that the legislators
were willing to listen to their
views. He also said that he felt
that the Lobby was responsible

for many of the votes cast against the tuition raise initiated
this year at UNM.
Prince and Malry praised the
group because it all'lWS the legislators an insight into student opinions and attitudes, and allows
the legislators to see a view which
may well represent a majority of
young people in the state.
Lower Voting Age
Presently, the Student Lobby is
working on plans to attempt to
bring before the legislature a bill
to lower the voting age in the
state. Both Malry and Prince said
that they favored such a bill, but
Prince voiced concern over whether or not the bill could be accepted, since a constitutional contion has been voted on. He said
that he felt the convention would
cause confusion, and implied that
the bill might be forgotten be-

Women \s Rights
Subiect of Talk
Two discussions on "What ~o
men Should Know About Law''
are scheduled for UNM employees by the UNM Law School,
Dean Thomas ~. Christopher
announced recently.
Christopher, in a letter to the
"UNM Family" (faculty, staff,
and all other employees), said the
meetings would be composed of
two 40-minute lectures each, with
time set aside for discussion,
questions and answers.
Christopher said the meetings
are scheduled for the Monday evenings of Nov. 18 and Nov. 25 in
the Union theater, both starting
at 7:30, and will follow this
agenda:
The Nov. 18 meeting wiii feature UNM Prof. Leo Kanowitz
speaking on "Women and the
Law," and Kendall 0. Schlenker
speaking on "Income and Estate
Taxes."
Schlenker is an Attorney at
Law in Albuquerque, while Kanowitz recently completed a book
titled "Women and the Law: The
Unfinished Revolution," to be
published in the spring of 1969 by
the UNM Press.
The Nov. 25 meeting will have
Prof. Willis H. Ellis speaking on
"Community Property Law."

UOP is what professional people have made it .•. a leader in:
• petroleum process development
• process plant construction
• air and water management
• specialty organic chemicals
• plastic laminates
• fragrances, flavors and food products
• aircraft seating artd'galleys
• truck and tractor seating
• control instrumentation
• metals and alloys
• fabricated metal products
We have room for you to grow in all these areas.
With UOP, you can apply professional talent in research,
development, engineering, design, manufacturing, marketing and technical service.
Be sure to talk with a Universal Oil P~oducts Company
~eprasentatlve at your Placement Office on November19.
Challenge him to challenge you.

b _ , Ideas from

•. , the difference between hoping you look great and knowing
you do. It's men's wear tailoring os men know lt. As women
envy It, As Gordon sews it. Tie front walking sklrt.ln glen plaid
woof. Ely Actlvalt, mock turtle neck In worsted wool,

~~~.~~!
• <-' ,'

cause of the added disorder caused by the convention.
Membership Open
Licht and Curry stated that the
lobby has ten members, and that
anyone was welcome to apply.
Members are appointed by Jim
Dines, ASUNM president. "Everyone who has walked through the
door has gone to Santa Fe," said
Curry.
Licht stated that any interested student would be given the
fullest consideration in becoming
a member of Student Lobby.
Curry and Licht stated that
they would try to send three
"teams" of lobbyists to Santa Fe
this year, in order to be more
effective, and so that needed research could be done.
The program will be presented
this evening on KUNM's "In the
Public Interest" program at 9 p.m.

To Get Own Number
Eventually, he continued, it is
hoped that a black literature
course will be set up under a different number; and it ,too, will be
a variable content course.
The black literature course for
next semester will be "Black Novelists in American Literature,"
said Dr. Fleming. "I hope to have
about ten novels by black authors," he said, "but plans for the
course are still tentative."
Five books, so far, have been
selected for the course, he continued. These five are Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man by
James Johnson, Native Son by
Richard Wright, Beetlecreek by
William Demby, Invisible Man by
Ellison, and a novel by Baldwin.
Book List Prepared

books will soon become available.
Purpose of Course
"The purpose of the course,"
Dr. Fleming said, 1'is not only to
study the black greats but also
the secondary novelists too." This
gives the student a chance to compare the novels, he added.
The course should be interesting, said Dr. Fleming, because
students will learn that the ideas
the bla·cks are now expounding
were voiced by blacks in the
1800's. In fact, he added, there
were black militants before 1900.
"Everyone has been extremely
interested in this course," Dr.
Fleming said, "But, in spite of
this interest I hope to keep the
classes small so that I can get
the student's reactions more
easily."

,~~~

Dr. Fleming and Joe Long, a
black graduate assistant, have
been looking for books in paperback form for the class, There
were many novels that they
would "like to do, but texts are
not available in paperback form."
One book, which was written
in 1853, was going to be used in
the class; but it was out of print, '
said Dr. Fleming, This is one of
the problems in a literature class
of this type, said Dr. Fleming. It
is sometimes hard to get the
books; but, he continued, if more
pressure is put on publishers these

Dry Rub-On

lnstantype
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llustration Board
Zip-a·Tone Colors
Rapidograph Pons
T·Squares- Boards
Drafting Tables

LANG ELL'S

2510 Central S,lf.
Across From Johnson Gym

ItS not often
•
aneng1neer
gets to
Clesign
a company.

Father Robert Drinan, S.J.,
dean of the Boston College law
school since 1956, will lecture on
abortion Wednesday, Dec. 4, in
Popejoy Hall at 8 p.m.
Father Drinan, who is a professor of family law and churchstate relations at Boston College,
is one of a series of speakers in
the Newman Forum, sponsored by
the Aquinas Newman Center at
UNM. The lecture is free and
open to the public.

Chemical Engineers
Challenge U0 P to Challenge You

tent course. Dr. Fleming said that
English 490 was for professors
who wanted to teach a specific
aspect of literature. He gave the
example of a course which studied
"the proletariat novelists in the
1920's."

Discuss Effectivene~s

About Abortion
OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. 247-8626
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Priest To Talk

Birth Increases

Threaten World

Thursday, November 14, 1968

1

When he does, he tends to take care
of his own kind.
He designs a company that Is
one heck of a good place for an
engineer to work.
You can tell LTV Aerospace Corporation
is an engineering oriented company.
The ratio of engineers to
everybody else is exceptionally high.
The computer support Is tremendous.
The Robert McCulloch research
laboratory is the newest and one of the
finest big labs In the country.

The engineer who wants to be a
technical specialist here can do as well
as the engineer who gets into
administration.
The engineer who wants to keep
working on an advanced degree can
do it right here.
And the projects: they range from deep
space to the ocean floor- military
and commercial aircraft, V/STOL;
launch vehicles; extra vehicular
activity research and development; high
mobility ground vehicles; missile.
systems; computer, technical and
management services.

No question about it: the engineers
at LTV Aerospace are taking care of
themselves.
·
An LTV Aerospace repreaentative will
tell you how to get in on it.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Wednesday, November 20
Schedule an appointment or write:
College Relations Office,
LTV Aerospace Corporation,
P. 0. Box 5907, Dallas, Texas 75222.
An equal opportunity em pi oyer.

l-TV A E R O S P A C E C O R P O R A T I O N
OONI,.U"r•A -r•oi-INOI.OGilt* lf'triO.
•
SSFI'VIC::JI!£ TI!£CI-iNOI-C:U:;aV' c:u::::n::zPORA'TIOIV
•
KI!ICNTRON HAWAII, 1-'TD.
VOUG#HT AISAONA.LIT'IOB CIVU!!!IION
•
MtS.StL.•e ANO SPAOB' DIVII!IJICIIV
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Lobo Hockey Boys Lose 7-5;
See F.irst Period Lead Vanish
By GRANT HARVEY
Lobo hockey fortune slipped a
little more Tuesday night when the
Sandia,Kirtland Rockets pounded
in four goals in the first four
minutes of the second period to
take a 7-5 win over the UNM
team.
A:fter three games, the Lobos
have won, tied and lost a game,
in that order.
The Lobos had a strong first
period, coming from behind a 1"0
deficit with two goals by Buck
Shreyer, one at 7:00 and the other

·Ask The Sports Guys
By BOB LOWDER and JOHN MOSER-Sports Writers

Athletic Cards
Admit Students

Students attending UNM basCountless letters have been received in response to 'Ask ketball
games during the first
the Sports Guys' but we're gonna run it again this week semester this year should note
they will be admitted via their
anyway.

Dear Sports Guys: What is the longest winning streak in
sports history?
SEN. TIGRIS EUPHRATES
Dear Senator: The Roman Colliseum Lions were undefeated in over 400 years of competition.
Dear Sports Guys: The Lobo-Aggie game this week
brought this question to mind. I understand there was a disturbance recently at the women's residence hall at NMSU.
Could you expound on this?
POSTNO BILLS

athletic activity card at University Arena on the night of the
game.
There will be no more all,night
camping in front of Johnson
Gym, rather all-night camping in
front of University Arena, for
the best seats.
There are some 5000 seats available for students, according to the
Johnson Gym ticket office. Almost
10,000 Arena season tickets have
already been sold to the general
public.
Students with dates not attending UNM, may purchase $2
date tickets for the Lobos' first
game, November 30. These tickets
go on sale Nov. 25.

at 10:08. The period ended ith
the score 2-1 in favor of the
Lobos.
In the third period both teams
tightened up and only three goals
were scored. The Lobos got two of
them. Dennis Abbott, who scol·ed
both goals for the Lobos in their
last game, scored at 11:10 and
assisted a goal by Jim Barr at
15:30. A Rocket goal at 10:55
earlier in the period ended that
teams scoring for the night,
Last of Their Lead
The Lobos were never ahead
the rest of the game as the Rockets skated onto the ice in the
second period and slapped four
quickies past goalie Bill Gardner
before all spectators had a chance
to move back into their seats.
Lobo Ted Larson somehow managed to steal to the other end of
the rink and outguess Rocket
goalie Chuck Keady for a goal
during the Rocket spree but it
was anti-climactic after the Rocket display.
Bill Seeney scored his second

--Sports Notes-The 1936 Sugar Bowl game between TCU and LSU was the
tightest low-scoring bowl game in
history. The Texas Christian
Horned Frogs came out on top by
a 3-2 score.

goal for the Rockets at 15:57 of
the same period. It left his club
well in control of the game when
the teams skated off the ice at the
end of the period.
Lobos Outshoot
The Lobos once again outshot
their opponents by a 38 to 25
count although the Rockets had
the dubious honor of having the
most penalties levied against
them. Six times a Rocket spent
two minutes in the penalty box
bin while the Lobos were assessed five penalties.
With only one referee instead
of the usual three, the main official had his hands full racing
from one end of the rink to another checking for misdemeanors.

Southern Cal holds the bowl
game record of most wins. The
Trojans who made their first Rose
Bowl appearance back in 1923
have won 11 games and lost three
in the New Year's classic.
One of the most stunning Sugar
Bowl upsets came on New Year's
Day 1964 when underdog Alabama edged out favored Ole Miss
by a 12-7 score, The Crimson Tide
of coach Bear Bryant booted four
field goals to stun John Vaught's
Rebels.
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Harriers Reign
As WAC Champs

Old Town Plaza
& Dine

Dear L.: It's what they need in Utah to keep Jack Gardner,
the fans, and the rest of the debris off the court.
Dear Sports Guys: I am an athlete interested in enrolling
at New Mexico State. Could you tell me the entrance requirements?
HOPEFUL

Dear Sports Guys: I understand that several letters to the
editor written by an NMSU football player were published in
the Aggie newspaper. Could you please reprint them?
INTERESTED
Dear Interested: Gladly. "A," "Q," and "R.''
Dear Sports Guys: Who is the all-time UNM diving champion?
NOAH PEAL
Dear Noah: It was the late R. B. "Rudy" Sanchez, who hit
15 dives on First Street and 17 on Second Street before
passing out in the gutter.
Dear Sports Guys: What does UCLA mean?
RUINED BRUIN

Dear Ruined: It means that the smog has lifted.
Don't forget our super-colossal, once-in-a-lifetime sportS'
contest! Just send us $5,000 and a new sports car and we'll
send you three box-tops and a letter in 25 words or less describingour favorite sports hero.

You Can If You Win
The MIRAGE Cover
Design Contest
All Entries Must:
1-Be Drawn Proportionally to 9" X 12"
2-lnclude Name & Year (MIRAGE '69)
3-lndicate Colors
4-Have Design For Back & Side As
Well As Front Of Cover
Be Sure fo Have Your Name,
Address and Ph_one No. on Enfry &
Turn If in at the MIRAGE
Office in fhe Journalism Bldg.

DEADLINE: Friday, Nov. IS
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Lobo Photo b:v Dick Meleski
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Dear Sports Guys: 'Wltat is a "screen" in basketball?
L. DAVID SLOANE

Dear Nosmo: J. L. Scrabetz of the Claunch Junior College
food service boxed 364 pounds of kumquats in 43 minutes on
January 3, 1949•..•
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.Dear Postno: It was reported that a chimpanzee got loose
in the girl's dorm, and officials had to call roll to locate it.

Dear Sports Guys: What was the finest performance in
intercollegiate boxing?
NOSMOKING

Vice-President elect Spiro T.
Agnew was amused when he attempted to call losing opponent,
Senator EdmundS. Muskie at his
Maine headquarters, and was told
the S e n a t o r was on the golf
course.
"That certainly shows his resiliency," said Agnew, himself a
dedicated golfer.

UNM's basketball arena is the
only one in the nation which has

"'

Dear Hopeful: If you have no forehead, walk on your
knuckles, and can find your way to the restroom, you're in.

All seating below ground level.

Coach Hugh Hackett's seven-man cross-country squad came back as
WAC champions during the conference meet in Tempe last Saturday.
Pictured, in top row, left to right, Web Loudat, Ray Jordan, Coach
Hackett, Bob Nanninga. Bottom row: Bill Utrup, Adrian DeWindt,
Chuck Schuch, and Dave Roberts.

Leads Aggies
James, a 215 pound freshman, collected 256 yards on 40
carries last week in the NMS 4721 win over Wichita State. He
needs 1'71 yards to tie Bob Gaiters'
1960 record of 1338 yards in a
season, James is averaging 5.8
yards per carry and is yet to be
held to less than 100 yards per
game. His poorest night was a

101 yard effort against Texas-El
Paso.
Second-half Spurt
Wood's Aggies impressed fans
with their striking offensive game
last week in demolishing Wichita after _going into intermission
tied at 21-21. A potent passing
attack and the running of James
proved too much for the VVheat
Shockers as the Aggies won
their fourth game in eight starts.
Quarterback Loy Hayes fired
four touchdown passes, and gained 272 yards passing for the Aggies' finest aerial performance of
the season. James, fullback Bill
Byrd, and Co., ran up 276 yards

GOOD THROUGH DEC. lOth

Discount

rushing with James collecting 256
himself. The 548 yard total was
the most for the Aggies this season.
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WHITEWAlLS JUST $2 EXTRA
Othc,- Sizes at Comporab[o Low Prices

New Hours: Open 'til 5 p.m. doily; Saturday 'til noon.
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We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agree
Open Dnil.v 10-7
Sunday 12·7
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UNM
Arena
Nov. 24
8:15 P.M.

4.50-4.00
1.00 Student

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
MAJOR BRAND NEW CAR
TAKE OFFS IN POPULAR
735 x 14 SIZE BLACKWALLS
ONLY .................. .

Ken Ogden holds what seems to
be a UNM record for most games
won on a National Football League mini-game which is based on
coaching strategy. The UNM senior has won seven games in a
row, including three straight
shutout wins over opponents.

Simon
5.00

ec1a

for STUDENTS and FACULTY

Bookert-James Rushing Duel
~xpected in Lobos-Ags Game
The oldest rivalry in the state
and two of the finest running
backs in the Rocky Mountain area
will headline Saturday afternoon's
football clash between the Lobos
and New Mexico State. Kickoff is
1:30 at University Stadium.
The Lobos and Aggies got together for their first football
game in 1893-19 years before
the state was admitted to the
union. The Lobos won the first
game 25-2 in Albuquerque and
now hold the edge in the 58 game
series, 33-21-4. New Mexico State
won last year 54-7 for its third
win in a row. The last UNM win
came in 1965 by an 18-14 count.
The Lobos hold the edge in long
winning streaks with a 16 game
skein running from 1940 through
1958.
Bookert vs. James
A real rushing duel is expected
to develop between Lobo tailback
David Bookert and Aggie fullback
Ron 'Po" James. Both were ranked in the top 10 rushing statistics
last week and both are rewriting
their school's record books. Bookert has 817 yards to his credit but
has been on the sidelines since an
ankle sprRin overcame him in the
second half of the Arizona State
game.
Bookert leads the team in scoring with 60 points and needs two
TDs to tie Don Perkins' one season record for touchdowns and
needs 17 points to tie Don's mark
in scoring,
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CChereonce was a iirl from Dantuc~et,
Who found *old and cried, ''I've struc~ it."
CChen she dran~ it riiht Clown,
'Cause the *old th.at she found .
Was colo, *olden ~chlitij in a buc~et.

Garfunkel
Sthlitll!41winQ Co. M1lwluiH ond 01hor cn~tL

Cav-ovt ttd a
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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the New York City Center.
The ballet was written by Kurt
Jooss, who was well-established
in Germany between the wars.
J ooss was already disenchanted
with Hitler when he l'eceived an
invitation to an international
competition, sponsored by Les

A survey of all major music
periods with special emphasis on
the French and Spanish Renaissance, and music of early America will highlight a UNM A Ca-

NROTC, Regent
Discuss Dissent
Due to the large amount of
controvel'SY aroused on campus
by recent anti-Navy Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC)
demonstrations, student-Regents
meeting has been set up in order
that a different approach can be
made to the problem.
Dr. H. L. Wilkinson, a UNM
Regent, will meet with students
on Thursday evening, Nov. 14 at
'l p.m. in the International Center, :for the express purpose of
learning the views of the student
body.
At present, the participating
parties are Dr. Wilkinson and
representatives :from the NROTC
unit on campus. Any student interested in this problem is invited
to attend the meeting.
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pella performance scheduled :for
Nov. 25 at 8 p.m. at Popejoy Hall.
Program selections :from Baroque, accompanied by string and
wind instruments, include "Laetatus Sum" by Monteverde and
"Labet den Herrin, aUe Heiden"
by Motet VI.
The A Capella choir is composed of 60 members selected thru
auditions by Dr. Douglas McEwen, Director. Members represent a cross-section of academic
fields. Last year the group l'eceived high ratings at the Regional
Convention of Music Education's
National Convention.
Admission to A Capella events
is by subscription or by single admission tickets which are available in the Department of Music,
Popejoy Hall. Nov. 24, the choir
will perform in Los Alamos.

Program Begins
For Commuters
The UNM Publicity Committee
has declared this week Commuter
Week, with a program designed
to reach the students living oif
campus.
Activities during Commuter
Week include three dances. The
"Happy House" will play tonight
from 8-10 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. Admission is 50c. Friday
the "Bounty Hunters" will play
:from 8-11 p.m. at a cost of 75c.
"The Shandels" will play in the
Union from 8-12 p.m. Saturday.
Admission is $1.
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FOR SALE
FOR SALE complete set Encycoledi& Brittsnica, 1~67 Edition with 68 & 69 snpp!&ment (new). $376. c&Sh. Call after 5 p.m.
842-8919 0 242-3701.
FOR SALE or LEASE 2 bdm, hardwood
floors, almost new carpeting: fireplace,
nicely lsndscaped, formal dining rm.
After 6 p.m. 266-3048. 4132 Marble NE.
FOR SALE or LEASE 2 bd. rm, hardwood
floors, almost new carpeting, fire plaee:
nicely lsndseaped, formal dining room.
After 6 p.m. call 266-3048. 4132 Marble

NE.

t:nany.
Company Protection
For a time the ballet company
had the protection of Dartington
Hall in England. After the war,
however, Chile invited a number
of leading ballets of the world to
perform. It was the J ooss ballet
which most intrigued the Chileans, and two of its members

RENT A

Thursday, Nov. 14
Baha'i Student Association diseussion on
"Fear in America,'• Union Rm. 231..Di 8
p.m.
Job interviews for Dade County Public
Schools in Miami, Fla.: Pln.c~ment Center.
Mathematics lecture by Prof. Joaquin
Loustnunnu on "Hypercomplete Locally
Complex Spnees;" Room 104, Marron Hall;
3:30p.m.
Professor Walker, discussion of the L<>gal Aspeets of Taking Drugs; Mesa Vista,
:fourth floor, girls welcome, 8 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 15
New Mexico Hel"J)etologleal Society dis·
cUS5ion, "Ecology of Capulin :Mt. National
Monument:" Biology building, room 189;
7:80 p.m.
FridaY Night Dance; "Bounty Hunters,''
Union Ballroom; 8 p.m.

P~tr;y ren.dinJl by B1J1 Dodd. Dean Syra..
copoulos. from their works; admfssfon free;
Kiva; 8 p.m.

Friday night movie: ucitizen Kane,,.
Union theater; 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
' 1Animation
n.nd Abstraction ..'.. Bell and
Howell's program of 12 films included in
UNM.'s experimental ftlm series: abo
"Great Concert Hall Caper." PopeJoy HaU,
7:30 p.m.
UN:M Stage Band Concert, Fine Arts
Recital Hall; 8: 16.
Job Interviews for Dade County Public
Schools in Miami, Fla.: Placement Center.
Job Interviews for Gallup-McKinleY
County Public Schools: Placement Center.
Saturday, Nav. 16
Saturday l'flght D&nce; "Sbandels,"
Union Ballroom: 8·12 p.m.
Saturday night m<>vie; "Spart.sctu,"
Union theater; 7 p.m. &nd 10 p.m.
'"u..nou Do ynur thinz. :Music, poetry,
chess. theatre. Rap, listen, or .join in. Uni·
ver11ity Methodist Church Bssement; 7 :30
p.m.·l a.m.
Sunday, Nav. 17
Delta Sigma Phi-Alpha. Kappa Pol
football game; pJa.rlng field next to
Johnson Gym; 1 p.m.
Sunda:y night movl~ ugpa.rf;a.cUB,.. Un•
ion th""ter; 6 p.m. &nd 9 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 17
Newman Center dinner; Newm&n Cen·
ter dining room, aU m&nkind invited: 50e
admission; 5 :46 p.m.
International Club meeting at the International Center with guest spre&d.er Professor Pan! Jonas on "The Hung&ri&n Revolt &t 7 p.m.
:Monday, Nov. 18
University of Denver School of Social
Work, intervleWII for Interested students:
Fine Arts M230, 11:80-4:80 p.m. AP•
pointments available through Soclology
Departznoflt Secretary at 277·2501 or In
Fine Arts M230.
Job wtervlews for Hudson School Dl&trlet In ta Puente, C&lif.: Plactmefit Center.
Wednesday Nov. 20
Job interviews for LOS Angeles County
School Districts, Plscement Center.
Friday, Nov. 22
.Tob interviews for Boy Scouts of Amet•
lea, Albuquerque: Pllicement Center.
Broaclwo:y Play: "The Star Spangled
Girl" Popejoy Hall; 8:16 p,m.
Saturdayl Nov. 28
Broadway Play: 'The Star Spangled
Girl"; Popejay Hall; 8 :16 p.m.

PORTABLE German Trinmph Tlppa typewriter, excellent condition. $36. 247-2516.
YAMAHA 260 Enduro motorbike under
2000 mi. Good condition, baa neVer been
driven fsst. $650 or bent otter. Call 2'7•
4686.
HONDA S 90, excellent condition. 'Used 2
months, trial drive is desired. 1200 miles.
Owned by & timed girL $240. Call 2474636.
COMPLETE SET of chopper pipes
(chromed & UP!Iwept for Barley chopper.
Also, 2 pc seat oet up for cboppot'll.
Seats by Bates and are nearly n.,..
Price for all above, $60. Grant. 116 B
Harvard SE.
LADY'S BRAND NEW Mouton fur short
jacket. Dark brown. Sbe 10-12, $25.
Lady's .Benl'llll Swiss Citation watch,
$10. 842-8066 .all day.
BRAND NEW unopened Stereo Records.
Mostly popnlar. @2.00 each (owner
switching to tapes), 842-8056 all day.
FOR SALE to best offer above $96. Mamiy....Sekor's Towill 37, Single lens reo
Jlex 36 with 48 mm normal and 35 wide
a:ngle lens..,. Excellent condition~reeent
ovethauL Contact Stephen Part at Dept.
of Mllllic, 277•2126 or message to Art
Dept.
681 RENAULT R-10, 17,925 actual miles,
AM-FM-SW radio, !Ike new condition, 30·
35 miles per gallon, excellent tires. Have
company car, must oell. Call 34.4•1261.
SERVICES
FiiEE :MINI LE7isoNS f~; Evelyn Wood
Reading Dyn&mics. Your campus representative promises that you'll be re&d.·
ing faster when you leave than when
you came ln. Next :Monday nll!ht In tbe
SUB at 6: SO, room 231 E.
TYPING oln mll home. P!ek up li.nil delivery
service to eampua area only, 898..0683.
MISCELLANEOUS
PETE's In TO!\UiS at the. Inn getting a
haircut? Get an expert razor blend for
regular ludreut :Price. Nov. 18·14-16.
College Inn B!itbershop.

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men

cindWomen
Fidelity Onion Life

Senator Will Visit
Suicide Conference
In Washington D. C.

Members of the New 'Mexico
Herpetological Society will hear
a discussion Friday evening of
the "Ecology of Capulin Mt. National Monument," biology bldg.
room 139, at 7:30 p.m.
Craig B. Jones will be speaking. He has worked at Capulin
Mountain the past two summers
as a seasonal ranger. Jones, a
UNM undergraduate, is vice
president of the society.

.,.,

Tux FRoM

MISTER TUX
2 Locations To
Serve You

Chamber Group
To Give Recital
Compositions by Bach, Mozart,
and Copeland are among program
selections :for the 1968-69 season's first concert by the UNM
Chamber Orchestra, scheduled
Sunday, Nov. 18 at 4 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the UNM Fine
Arts Center.
The orchestra, under the direction of Kurt Frederick, will per:fornl Bach's "Suite in B. Minor,"
Mozart's "Serenata Notturna,"
Copeland's "The Quiet City,"
Kennan's "Night Soliloquy," and
Barber's "Adagio :for Strings."

3003 Central N.E.
(Near the Triangle)

TbeHKf

~tNlt

haS a second comp1ctr b<~ti;n
rJq_l'fat Coz11t~:al.l;. Harvmur.ot,

Harvard SE) ac~orr fruMUIIIII
.~encett }!all. !Jou'/1 filldfhe
Discount Ston:: ({orme/'111 at

zsztJ. ((ntral )·JJjo CIMieJ,EfC.
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Draft Demonstration

2109 San Mateo N.E.
................................ COUPON ..... ,. •••••• •••••••••••••••i

RELAX-ENJOY
POCKET BILLIARDS OR SNOOKER
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 35¢ WITH
1 HOUR OR MORE PLAYING TIME
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GOOD FAMILY FUN
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GOLDEN CUE BILLIARD$
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NEW LOCATION
4208 MENAUL
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EXP~RES NOV. 30, 1968
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PH.

255-0752
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ROADSHOW ENGAGEMENT

Filmed on
Location ...
Inside a Girls
Dormitory!

Lobo photo b~ TOt1V r. . ontln-rhoug-lt
A student picketed the clraft induction center
yesterday during a demonstration organized by
the New 1\ie:s:ico Resistance as part of a nationwide Day of Resistance.

At Anti-Draft Demonstration
•

_..

!.2:05 3:25 4l45 6:05
7:25 8:45 10:05

A UNM student senator will at- a $110 student government allocatend a Suicide Prevention Confer- tion to attend the conference with
ence in Washington, D.C., this week- the understanding that she use what
end to study organizational methods she learns at the conference to aid
for a proposed student-operated in organizing the counseling service.
"The idea behind the service is
counseling service on the UNM cammeeting students on a peer to peer
pus.
Senator Anne Knight will attend basis and helping them with any adthe conference which is being spon- justment problems they might ensot·ed by the Campus Environmental counter when they come to the uniStudies Desk of the National Student versity," Dines said.
Association (NSA) under a grant
Dines said that he proposed the ""
from the National Institute of Men- service because of the alarmingly
high rate of attrition among freshtal Health.
Senator Knight said she received men and sophomore students at
UNM.
"Many students would not quit the
university if they could talk over
some of their problems with fellow
students when the problems first
arise," Dines said.
The conference will include discusNational Day of Resistance
sions on organizing student-operated
"November 14 is a Day of Resist- counsleing services, "Introduction to
ance when hundreds of young men P~·oblerns of Student Suicide," the
across th~ United States wiii send "Philosophy of Death," and a worktheir draft cards back to the govern- shop on "Violence in America."
ment," the leaflet said.
Three On Committee
Last April, a similar nation-wide
Three student senators, Lee Pitdemonstration against the draft
drew a crowd of nearly 300 at the tard, Donna Fossum, and Linda WilAlbuquerque Induction Center. A- son, are currently on Dines' commitbout 50 of the protesters signed tee to research the counseling serstatements objecting to the draft. vice. The three have contacted memAt the April demonstration, four bers of the Albuquerque Suicide
men burned what they said were Prevention and Crisis Control organtheir draft cards, and two others ization and Dr. Sven Winther of the
turned their draft cards in to federal UNM Counseling Center of advice
on the program.
authorities.

U Student Turns 1n His Draft Card
By JOY HART
Staff Writer
One draft card was turned in and
another was burned during an antidraft demonstration sponsored by
the New l\!Iexico Resistance yester·day at Albuquerque's Army Induction Center.
About 30 demonstrators showed
up for the morning demonstration.
Most of the demonstrators were students, but the group included several
military veterans.
Burns Card in Center
Andrew Sanchez, who is not a
UNM student, reported to the demonstrators that he had burned his
draft card while he was inside the
induction center.
Sanchez said that he had been answering a mental test "carelessly"
when selective service officials became angry with him.

Sanchez had apparently been answering the true-false test by indiscriminately marking half the questions true and half of them false,
Toby Rosenblatt, a KUNM staff
member said. When officials became
angry, Sanchez responded by burning his card, Rosenblatt said.
Turns In Both Cards
Charles Arnold, a UNM student,
turned in his registration certificate
and his classification card to a selective service guard. Arnold tried to
enter the induction center, but was
stopped by the official who had been
assigned to guard the building entrance.
Arnold's classification card had
expired, but was still in effect since
he had not been issued a new one.
The demonstration had been planned in connection with a National
Day of Resistance.

By U Professor
THIS MOVIE WAS DELIVERED
TO THE THEATRE IN APlAIN
BROWN UNMARKED FILM CAN!
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Herpetological Society

DR. DOUGLAS McEWEN
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were asked to head the consel'Vatory of the National University
and organize the Chilean National Ballet.
It was in Chile, in that company, that "The Green Table"
was preserved when the Jooss
Ballet was in eclipse elsewhe1·e.

Archives Internationales de Ia
France.
·
Reads Work
After reading the work of a
courageous political philosopher,
Jooss decided to enter the competition with "The Green Table."
He not only won, but his entry

A Capella Choir To Perform

'

N E V\1
'if
MEXICO

u.""'
) '3 QLJ
.Vvt-71-J-

at UNM

The City Center J offrey Ballet
will perform "The Green Table,"
a modern satire on diplomacy and
war, on Nov. 29 and 30 in Popejoy' Hall.
"The Green Table" was highly
praised at its unveiling during
the company's spring season at

'
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Thursday, November 14, 1968

Drug Laws Discussed
By SUSAN SMITH
Staff Writer
Is law behind the times as far as
the mores of the community are concerned was a major question raised
by Professor Robert Walker, UNM
Law School, when he spoke at a drug
discussion last night in Mesa Vista
Hall.
The discussion was the second in
a series of discussions on drugs sponsored by the Mesa Vista Hall Cultural Committee. Walker pointed out
several legal considerations that
should be made before one decides to
take drugs.
At present, the punishments in
law are so severe that they give several good reasons for abstaining
from drugs; Walker said.
aThis is particularly true of the
opiates," he said, "because the peo-

ple you have to associate with in
order to obtain these drugs are probably people with whom you would
not like to associate."
In deciding whether or not to obey
a law it is important to remember
that while disobedience is a personal
thing, it is also a social thing, Walker said. A person should have some
feeling of responsibility of the effect
of his action on the social structure,
he said.
Walker emphasized the most effective way to change things within
the system is to work with people
and not begin by alienating large
numbers of them.
"The organization and structure
we have today we have some desire
to maintain because we see the need
for it, we see it is good. I guess you
could say this is a pitch for don't
break the law fl' Walker said.

Voting Will Determine
Entertainment Choices·>.~
This ballot has selections of available
bookings by the popular entertainment
committee :for the last :four events of the
school year.
The popular entertainment committee
wants to detet•mine the top preferences of
the student body for these dates. After the
ballots are totaled, the committee will contact the top four -selections in an attempt
Hard Rock
George Jones
Tile Doors
Tho Chambers Brothers
Janice Joplin·Big Brother
Jimi Hendrix
lron Dtttterfly
Mnmn Cass
Young Rascals
BocGccs
Union Gap
Turtles
Nell Diamond
The Cowsills
Jose Feliciano
Bert Bndtnrach
Vanilla I<'ud~;o
Love
StcPI'>cnwoirc
The Kinks

Instrumental
l3a.ia MnTimbn Bnnd
Jerry Lee Lewis
Chuck Berry
The Ve11tures

Western
Buck Owens
J'ohnrty Cash
Merle Hn!l!lnrd
l•'lntt & Scruggs

to book them here.
Students are requested to indicate their
three :favorites from the seelctions on the
ballot. There is space to write in any
selections that do not appear on the ballot.
The ballot should be deposited in the
Union cafeteria today at a collection point
that is manned by the entertainment committee.

MarlY Robins
Webb Pieree
Rny Price
Jimmy Dean
Sons of the Pioneers

JimmY Durante

Pat Paulson

Blues-Jazz
Jimmy Smith
Count Basey
Rnmsey Louis

Soul

Spencer Davis

Suptemes
Arctha I•""rnnklin
The Temptations
Gladys Knight & the Pips
Sam & Dave
Ike & '£ina Turner
Smokey Robinson & tho Miracles
The Four Tops
Wilson Pickett
Lou Rawls
Little Stevie Wonder

Mason Williams
Doc Severnson
Louie Armstrong

Comedy

Robert Goulet

Rowin & Martin Laugh-In
.!lob Hope
Smothers Brothers
J()bnny Cnrson
Flip Wilson
.Tonnthon Winters
Redd Fox
Jackie Gl!CasOn
.Tack Benny
GodfreY Cambridge
Pair Extrordinaire

'£he 5th Dimension
Johnny Mathis
Ed Am.s
John Davidson
Jack .ToneS
Glenn Ynrborouglo
Bobby Goldsborough
Mystic Moods Orcheotrn
Rod McKucn
Johnny Mann Singers

Folk

Bobby Gentry
New Cristle Minstrels
Serendipity Singers
Johnny Rivers
Donn..von

Popular
Dioll Warwiek

.
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